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On the first day of the Trial of Italy

ADAM RAGA (GAS GAS), A GREAT WIN IN ITALY

Valbondione, Italy, 9 July 2005.- The GAS GAS rider Adam Raga (GG TXT 300) has achieved
a spectacular win on the first day of the Trial of Italy, the World Trial Championship’s tenth
valid round. This win reinforces his lead in the provisional championship standings.

In a complicated and rainy, 15-section trial– section 2 was cancelled on the second lap due
to its difficulty – the GAS GAS School of Champions rider Adam Raga finished the first lap in
the second place. But the best was yet to come, with a brilliant performance by the Ulldecona
rider on the second lap, adding just 5 points in contrast to his rivals’ scores, which were
around fifteen points each. His team partner Jeroni Fajardo, however, was not so fortunate in
the Italian round, and only managed to come home in ninth.

In the Junior class, the semi-works GAS GAS rider Daniel Gibert achieved a fantastic third
place in a trial won by Briton James Dabill, who was shouldered by Italian Francesco Iolitta
on the rostrum. Gibert is holding the second place in the provisional class standings with 153
points, behind James Dabill with 197.

An outstanding Daniel Oliveras (GAS GAS 125) in the Youth Cup completed the GAS GAS
success by adding yet another win to his tally. This was his eighth World Championship win,
the sixth in a row, and it allows him to settle his clear and comfortable position at the top of
the provisional rankings with 194 points. The second day of the Italian round will take place
tomorrow.

Final standings of the Trial of Italy – 1st day
1 - Adam Raga (GAS GAS) 24 points
2 - Takahisa Fujinami (Honda) 33 points
3 - Albert Cabestany (Sherco) 34 points
4 - Doug Lampkin (Montesa) 44 points
5 - Antonio Bou (Beta) 50 points

Provisional World Trial Championship standings
1 - Adam Raga (GAS GAS) 169 points
2 - Albert Cabestany (Sherco) 156 points
3 - Takahisa Fujinami (Honda) 155 points
4 - Doug Lampkin (Montesa) 138 points
5 - Antonio Bou (Beta) 114 points
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